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Task chairs



They’re one of the most important elements of 
any office. While it’s vital that task chair seating is 
comfortable and practical, style is important too. 
At Dawson Hinds we understand this delicate 
balancing act, and our brand new task chair range 
combines practicality, wellbeing and design to 
bring clients a set of options that prioritise the 
comfort and needs of staff while bringing a touch 
of class to the environment. Enjoy.

When you need good functionality 
but you want great style.
We get it.
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Welcome to 
your new office
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Arran
Cool is the word with this contemporary task 
chair providing the perfect blend of style, 
comfort and functionality.

Arran’s ergonomically shaped backrest offers 
maximum support to the back and shoulders 
and eases pressure on the neck, and the 
breathable mesh back allows increased 
airflow to keep you cool as you work.

Arran comes with:
 
• A black or white frame
• Optional polished base
• 5-year structural, mechanism guarantee
• 3-year fabric and mesh guarantee
• Lockable backrest with four tilting positions
• CMHR flexible foam seat
• Synchro mechanism
• Seat slide
• Adjustable lumbar support

Arran 
chair 
code: S/ARRAN-STB-B

Standard details: Options:

Adjustable lumbar support Adjustable arm rest/seat slide Polished base
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Skye
It’s all about sophistication with Skye, 
which provides strong support for all-day 
comfort in a crisp, modern, innovative design.

From synchro tilt to breathable mesh, Skye’s 
features make it a smooth, versatile and 
attractive option for any office environment.

Skye comes with:
 
• Optional polished base
• 5-year structural, mechanism guarantee
• 3-year fabric and mesh guarantee
• Lockable backrest with four tilting positions
• CMHR flexible foam seat measuring 

60mm thick
• Automatic weight tensioning
• Synchro mechanism
• Adjustable lumbar support
• 3D adjustable arm rest
• Seat slide

Skye 
chair 
code: S/SKYE-STB-B

Standard details: Options:

Adjustable lumbar

Seat slide

3D adjustable arm rest Polished base



When you think Nevis, think of elegance and 
performance. Nevis is our high-performing 
ergonomic task chair with elegant shape and 
striking beauty.

Providing superior comfort and with a full 
range of ergonomic characteristics as 
standard to elevate your comfort and improve 
your productivity, Nevis is a chair that adapts 
to you.

Nevis comes with:
 
• 5-year structural, mechanism guarantee
• 3-year fabric and mesh guarantee
• Polished aluminium base
• CMHR flexible foam seat
• Breathable mesh back
• Automatic weight tensioning
• Lockable backrest with four positions
• Synchro mechanism
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Seat slide
• Polished arm yoke

Nevis
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Nevis 
chair 
code: S/NEVIS-PB-B

Standard details:

Polished arm



With an eye-catching, slim design offering 
optimum comfort and flexibility, the Dawson 
Hinds Bute Conference Chair will not only 
stand out in looks, but in performance too.

Bute’s curved ergonomic backrest and elegant 
streamlined arm rest help reduce fatigue, 
relieve pressure on arms and shoulders and 
encourage good posture, and its chic design 
is sure to add a smart and stylish look to 
the office.

Bute comes with:

• A black or grey frame
• 5-year structural guarantee
• 3-year mesh guarantee
• Breathable mesh back
• Wireless control mechanism for height and 

backrest tilt
• Nylon base as standard

Bute
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Standard details:

Seat weight and tilt

Bute 
chair 
code: S/BUTE-CF-B


